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NOT much change In
temperature
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an J Thursday; weather will he fair.
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TIMES are dull In Las

Vegas; nobody seems
to be doing anything
hut make money.
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j
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preparations for a decisive conflict
have nothing to do with the union
between the rebels and federals at
We are representatives of President
READY
tracted attention of the American of
Wilson, who has told us he is ex
ficers here and at Vera Cms and retremcly desirous of restoring order
ports from Mexico City continued to
and peace among you. I have eome
pour In from many sources that
i
bore to see that his command is obey
V
Huerta'a position is growing worse,
ed, v Within a short time I will Issue
In diplomatic circles dispatches
a proclamation and when I say 1
have been received statin that fear
It Is with the Idea of speaking for
of an attack on Mexico City by Gen
Colonel Locket t setting forth, where
eral Zapata's forces causes consider
you shall bring your arms and get re
.
THE BANDIT IS ABOUT TO AT---. able alarm. Huerta's hold on his sol DISTRICT ATTORNEY WILL GO IN COAL DIGGERS ANNOUNCE . IN MAJOR HOLBROOK SAYS THEY ceipts for them.
VILLA'S SOLDIERS PREPARE FOR
diers, dispatches state, Is weakening
Wanti Every Weapon
.TACK MEXICAN CAPITAL
ABILITY TO AGREE ON A NEW
TO THAT PHASE OF THE
WILL PRESERVE ORDER IF
DETERMINED ATTACK ON
,
and possibility of opposition to the
'
'
And I want you men who have
; :'
WITH LARGE FORCE
WAGE SCALE
ALL DIE UNDER FIRE
BECKER CASE
Is
HUERTA'S
j
is
FORCES
declared.
it
movement,
Zapata
'
buried your rifles and guns In the
'
t ?;
decreasing.
tiri.:
our
them
to
go get
hills, upon
coming,
:
. m.n
nimnnnT .Admiral - Howard reported .. today
ninriTnn
and, . bring, them to. us. - I have th WILL ASSAULT
in m ii f WIUI1U
i irvoa UUIIHUI
A COMMITTEE IS At LWOSK HE SPEAKS
BEGINS
TO
TRIAL
iippiitfi
THE
SECOND
STRIKERS
Mexico
TAOTQSC3" ,9
UlUlfllWM,
that
from the west coast of
most friendly, feeling for you men
relations with the Mexican authori
I insist kindly, now, that you giro
but
HIS POWER IS WANING AND SOL- ties are more cordial than would be HUNDREDS ARE TURNED AWAY IT IS EXPECTED TO MAKE A RE TELLS COLORADO COAL DIGGERS
,
TAKE 8ALTILLO AND
up your anna I bare, ordered mxof-flcer- s EFFORTS
DIERS - MAY REFUSE TO
PORT-SOOexpected under conditions."
THEY WILL BE UNHARMED
TO THE. UNION
FROM COURT ROOM, HAVING
and soldiers to abstain frontht
TOWNS WILL OCCUR
OJHER
"All ships of the' American fleet,"
.'
FIGHT UNDER HIS FLAG
use of intoxicating liquors, and I have
'
BOARD
IF THEY SURRENDER
ADMISSION CARDS
i
SIMULTANEOUSLY
EXECUTIVE
he said, "had been ordered to avoid Ky t
'
'
asked the mayor to tee that all sa'
' '
j
hostile acts and Jeopardizing lives."
loons In this district are closed so
A late dispatch from General Pun- CHANGE OF VENUE
SCOPE WIDENED
NO
FUNSTQN'S
FAVORITES that you men may always keep cool HAS
DENIED IS ORGANIZATION OTARED? WILL PLAY
CIS CEN
ston stated that food is not getting
control of your senses, and when you
Into Vera Cruz from the interior of
come to me to be la your right senses
GENERAL IS ORDERED TO SEIZE
REBEL LEADER ORDERS MARCH
ATTORNEY IF THIS QUESTION IS ANSWERED OPERATORS AND CIVIL OFFICERS
COCKRAN,
Mexico, but that it wag being brought BOURKE
not fired by Intoxicants.
and
AS MUCH TERRITORY AS
MUST GIVE UP THEIR ARMS
IN AFFIRMATfV, WALKOUT
from shore villages and towns from
THROUGH BARREN COUNTRY,
SLAYER,
FOR ROSENTHAL
"I have waited until now to address
HE THINKS BEST
the north and from Tejaron on the
LIKE UNION MEMBERS
WILL OCCUR '
HIPOLITO TO MONTEREY
you because I realized it would be a
MAKES HARD DEFENSE
south.
difficult task to make you see the
Funston's Power Increased
Trinidad, Colo., May 6. Earnestly matter in the light which we want you
Washington. May 8. Mediation tn
Torreon, Mexico, May 6. A detach
Indianapolis, :Ind, May 6 The
New York, May 6. Indications that
Orders have been, sent to Genthe Mexican crisis will proceed withstrike
pleading with a hetrogeneous group to see it. You could not have done ment of Villa's troops stationed here
Whitman intends to question of whether a general
District
Attorney
out reivresentatlon from the rebel eral Funston, it was learned today,
of of nationalities, only a small percent so while struggling under the heat entrained today for Monterey, which
go fully into the graft phase of the in the soft'eoal muiug Industry ;
forces in the revolution-tor- n
republic. authorizing him to extend his lines Charles Becker case were evident to- Ohio Bhall be called was expected to age of whom could understand his of what you called the injustice of will be the base of operation in the
This definite announcement was made about Vera Cruz as far as "In his
of the sharply eiioken English words, Major the past two weeks, and I want to 'constitutionalist campaign against San
day when the former police lieuten occupy most of tbe time today
Is
American
It
necessary."
South
one
of
Fifth UcUed assure you that the arms which you Luis Potosl and Saltlllo. rfhe troops
the
judgment
today by
ant was placed on trial for the sec International executive board of the W. Holbrools, of the 00
General Funston at Vera Cruz re
strikers in give to the government will be kept by which left thla morning will leave the
States
- J United
America.
envoys after the mediators had conurged
of
cavalry
Workors
Mine
ond time for the murder of the gamstate department with ported to the war department today
San Rafael us, not given out again, unti! the cars at Hlpollto, whence
at
a
mass
ferred at the
Camp
meeting
session
hem
Is
in
men
which
Four
Rosenthal.
Herman
they must
'
That Carranza that be had no definite information re bier,
Secretary Biyan.
A committee trow, Ohio
appeared to deliver over their arms and ammu United States government determines march overland to Monterey. Tbe
have
already
the
gunmen,
might change his mind and eventually garding movements of Mexican troops, been electrocuted for the crime.
late yesterday and nition to the United States authori what disposition to make of them.
railroad has been cut for a long time
before
'Your union and you, each will be between Hlpollto and
come Into the mediation conferences, and said he thought It probable such
a" general strike be ties. And after he had donn the group
that
names
of
Monterey, but
requested
the
prospective
Among
which now will proceed on Canadian concentration as the Mexican forces
out called, as the.' Cnwrators and miners disintegrated and prepared to allotted given receipt for the arms and you although repairs are being made, Villa
as
called
the
for
witnesses
state,
soIT, over the differences between the had made was. only for the purpose
an agreement to portions of the camp where they will know what becomes of them."
will not wait for them.
by the clerk at the opening of the had failed to reuch
The strikers Jistened attentively,
United States and the Huerta govern- of defending the lines of railroads to
From Hlpollto to Monterey Is a bard
which ex heard interpreters' repeat, in some
contract
the
wage
former
were
Rhinelader
Waldo,
replace
trial,
ment, was' considered doubtful by the Mexico City, in case the United States commissioner of. police; Winfield
form, the remarks ot Major Holbrook. applauding now and then, and at the three days' march
,
through desert
April
1,'last
pired
naclose of the talk Mr. Diamond divided country, and General Villa's order introops should advance. Mexican
Even Police Are Disarmed
diplomats.
of Frank
committee,consisting
The
of
all
the
heads
his
secretary;
tives reported that the track of the
"Carranza is a strong man and
The matter of disarmament, it was the listeners Into five groups, one for dicate his confidence in tbe condition
the department as constituted at pres- J. Hayes, vice president; William O.
announced
likely to readily change his mind like Interoceanlc railroad was being blown
and
;
and
by William Diamond, union each of the predominating languages of his men and horses.
treasurer,
ent;, the wife of "Lefty Louie" Ro- Green, secretary
,
would not be put to a refer of the colony Greek, Slavish, Italian,
a woman," was the characterization up.
leader,
of
Word has been received here that
Frank
asFarrlngton
Members
an
Board
senberg, the dead gunman, and
the miners, but would Spanish and English. These went General Pablo Gonzales, the conqheror
given the rebel chieftain by one of the
sortment of gamblers and police char- Illinois, Robert. Harlin of Washington endum vote of
envoys.
and Paul J. Paulsen ot yomlng, was be left to the inclination of the indi with their interpreters to discuss the of Monterey, with a strong force Is
acters.
No American Outline
,
vidual striker, who, he declared, own proposition of giving up their arms.
approaching Saltillo and is expected
Crowds jammed the corridors of the appointed late."l yesterday to inquire
his
At Sfarkvllle, five miles from Trini to engage the federal outposts thereed
the weapons In his possession.
Secretary Bryan reiterated
and
the
strike
Colorado
pre
into the
before
court
criminal
long
building
strikers dad, the same program later was car at any tlme
statement that this government had
organization anu Major Holbrook informed the
the trial began. Admission to the paredness of
disarmaried out. Major Holbrook addressed
for
not yet outlined any basis on which
the
l
that
proclamation
strike.
mining
OF GREW RESCUED court room was by ticket only, ana feasibility of a j:
it would mediate and that thus far the
ment included everybody except those. the men, explaining the power of the
Federals Lose Near Saltillo
hundreds were turned away.
I'nited States mereiy had accepted
and the desires of
in actual service of the United States. Unitedj States
El Paso, Texas, May 6. General
TiWiana
In
after.
brought
rtecker,.was
Shortly
the good offices of the South Amerieven .th a sbetiif..aud. police of President WilsQn to have peace ob- Pablo Gonzales, the constitutionalist
Bourke Cockran, attacked
Terre Hauio; 'id.,'. '.May (J. lndia- - Trinidad would not be allowed to car tained in Colorado at once.
can envoys. When the United States THEY ARE SOLE SURVIVORS OF his. counsel,
commander who capiured Monterey,
District Attorney Whitman in a mo tions of an early break in negotiations
would name the delegates to advise
sort.
Coroner Holds Inquest
of
THE COLUMBIAN, WHICH
met and defeated a strong force of
any
weapons
ry
adtion asking that the prosecutor be
between the miners and operators of
for
BURNED AT SEA
with the mediators was not made
speaking
Long before the hour appointed for federals near Saltillo May 4, accordMajor .Holbrook,
made
in
the
for
morning
"having
contempt
District No. 11 marked
judged
known.
Colonel ' James Lockett, in command resumption of the coroner's
inquest ing to a message received here today
statements tending to prejudice the session of the joint convention here.
Canada Is Chosen
of the troops on the section of Color into the death of guards and strikers by Rafael Muzquiz, constitutional conBoston, Mass., May 6. The Cunard
motion
shoutThe
and
Becker.
Miners arose to their feet
The South American mediators, who line today received a report from public" against
strikers that tne at the Forbest battle, crowds of strik sul. The message was routed from
but ed their disapproval when Hugh Shir-kie- , ado, promised the
are seeking an adjustment of the Mex Captain Miller of the Franconia re was denied for the time being,
mine guards would be disarmed first ers thronged the approaches to the Monterey via Matamoras and Browm.
of
hear argument
an operator, who is chairman
ican trouble, were perfecting plans to cording- the rescue of a part of the the court agreed to
of all, within the next two to tbree coroner's office. Testimony as to the vllle to El Paso.
on it later. Mr. Cockran then askea the convention, announced that a moto
of
conference
the
which
for
removal
steamer
of
Columbian,
General Gonzales succeeded Jn cutcrew
the
day
days, and then the United States responsibility for the Inception of the
to
was
for a change of venue, which
tion to refer the differences gack
would call upon- strikers to give up fight was to be given, and the jury ting off. the federals from Saltillo and
Niagara Falls, Canada, on May 18. was burned at sea. The wireless mesbeen
had
committee
denied.
the joint scale
their arms. Upon' mention of disarm was expected to place the blame for scattered them after the position they.
Telegrams were sent to a leading sage from the steamer,, dated today,
In this motion the defendant's at carried!.
hotel there, now closed, asking if its was as follows:
of the mine guards, the strik- the deaths, with consequent recom- had taken had been outflanked. Gonament
Mo-raassailed Mr. Whitman for
William Fairley,. Alabama, John
led by English speaking ones, ap mendations to the district attorney by zales captured six field guns, ono
opening would be advanced so as to
ers,
"Received wireless from, steamer torney again
Iowa, and Frank Frampton, Mis- plauded vigorously and began to pay the coroner. So far as actual violence Hotchkissi rapid fire gun and a
accommodate them. If this is arrang- Gergio at 11:24 a. m, May 4: 'Seidlltz talking about the easel for the bene
large
.
ed the headquarters will be establish- passed in 41.27 north; 69.07 west, a fit of the newspapers," attacking par- souri of the international executive closer attention to the major.
in the strike district is concerned the qcantity of ammunition.
ot
to
the
Workers
Mine
attributed
statement
United
board of the
ed there; otherwise1 at another hotel large steamer burning' ail over. Hull ticularly
Word was received here that Los
Take their damned machine guns ltuation could be accurately described
or private cottage, for which negotia- high out of water, funnel gone, no district attorney concerning perjury America, which Is meeting in Indiana- first," was the cry from the strikers. by the remarks of representatives for Vaoas, opposite Del Rio, Texasv had
committed in the eleventh hour at polis, addressed the Indiana miners
tions are under way.
.been occupied today by constitution
Bareheaded, dressed In his khaki both factions.
people on board.'
on
to save the condemned gunmen. here today. The board members urg- uniform and supported by his staff.
here
leave
will
mediators
The
"When the gums have been delivered alist troops.
"At the same time came a wireless tempt
at ed the miners not to go on strike at
General Murguia, commander of the
Thursday, May 14, to arrange prelimU from Sabine Island requesting me to Mrs. Becker joined he husband
Major Holbrook made every effort to up by the strikers, the situation as to
John
Becker,
and"
on
table,"
counsel
sessions
the
this time.
narlea for their opening
drive his remarks home to tbe strik- law and order can then be discussed," constitutionalist garrison at Piedras
endeavor to identify the steamer. At
A resolution calling on President ers. He 8potee of the power of the said William F. Murray, assistant gen- Negras, has sent
the following Monday!, The party, in- 1:15 p. m. I received from the Asso- the defendant's brother and a police
strong scouting par
were
and
also
Wilson to bring about the settlement United States, and its beneficence. Of eral manager of the
present.
tiee into the field near Monclova.
cluding secretaries, stengraphers
ciated Press Boston: 'Great alarm man,
the
call
d
of the Colorado strike, and urging
other officials, will number about 1&, ever Seidlltz report of big ocean liner
By noon 13 talesmen had been
where scattered bands of the fedora!
Fuel company. s
those to whom he spoke, probably
eliminated and one juror had purchase of the coal mines of that
and
not Including the United States and afire. Rescued
ed
of.
nation.
which evacuated Piedras Nethe
citizens
were
to
We
want
mine
see
the
garrison
grards
by Franconia, please
both, sides. He Is state by the government; was adopted
Huerta delegates and those of
gras are reported to have looted
Will Fight to the Last
send dispatch.' At 3:30 p. m., sighted been accepted by
a bond broker today.
ranches.
"When the United States speaks,"
(Continued ,on Page Four)
a boat on starboard bow. The boat F. Meredith Blagden,
student at tne
a
services
their
continued
for
and
years
.t;wo
envoys
he said, "it is a matter of serious
lea0jtotJ.The
contained 13 men and a corpse lying
f
Harvard,. law school.
Rebels Capture Gunboat
moment. The president of the United
,v,fTl,.today, expecting to advance various uwash In the bottom of the boat
REBELS CONFISCATE
branches of the work, pending the
.,
Douglas, Ariz., May 6. A telegram
States must be obeyed; we have sol- ENGLAND HAKES HER
"The survivors had used the trousIOWA WOODMEN MEET
from General Ohregon, constitutionalopening of the conference at Niagara ers leg from the corpse on the end of
diers and officers "fiere to see that his
Cedar Rapids, la., May 6. The war
Falls. Secretary Lane was en early a boat hook for distress signal Surwant
do
not
ist commander at Guaymas, received
Is
.We
command
obeyed.
THE WSlONShFLOIIB
.". ULTIMATUM STICK
caller at the Argentine legation, where vivors were in a state of exictement, ring factions In the Iowa alat camp
today by Jorge U. Orozco declared
to, nor do we intend to shoot you
the negotiations are proceeding. He exhaustion and mental collapse. f Some of the Modern Woodmen of America
that while maneuvering sear Guaymas
mon. Killing Is a terrible thing, but
would say nothing of his visit,, but it
got together long enough In the open-- ' BISHOP
RETURNS if we must dfo It, then we will. We
LILLYWHITE
Sunday, the federal gunboat Morelos
burned by fire..
had
been
FORCES HAITI TO PAY AN INDEM- ran hard
session here today to permit the
was recalled that the president had
must have order. It makes no differaground on an uncharted IsFROM OLD MEXICO WITH- A
"They had been adrift 40 hours. Six ing
NITY OF $62,000 TO A BRIT-J.'- ii
commit
credentials
a
'
of
Lock-etconsulted him and Secretary Bryan men were
t
appointment
land near Uries. The vessel, General
ence whether you wipe Colonel
under doctors' care In
STORY OF ROBBERY
put
ISH SUBJECT.
tee and to listen to several addresses;
on phases of the mediation and the
Obregon said, was but BOO meters
and me out, others ''wlir come to
the hospital and others were given
'oil ;((;; ;
to center
is
chief
expected
The
names of American delegates. It was
fight
from the constitutionalist shore posi
hun
6.
Fifteen
our
take
In
water
bathed
hot
Ariz.,
May
places.
and
soup,
Douglas,
brandy
Tort Aa Prince, May 6 The Haitlen
on the selection of delegates to the
authoritatively stated by representa- and
tions and about 600 meters from
to Mor
in the world
"Thereis
d.
flour
of
to
nocountry
belonging
dred
by
put
jiacks
j
this afteraoo.fi aut horized the federal entrenchments.
national convention at Toledo, Ohio. mon
tives that the reports that the mediauo that can obtain a larger army than the congress
Little
at
voionia
fell
moreios,
settlers
asleep.
"They immediately
government to treat with the British
tors were trying to get Carranza to information
General Obregon himself discovered :
btaiaed .... from them, .. Tha
miles southwest of here, have been United States, though. Its regular diplomatic
in the mat- the
representative
reconsider his attitude and come into
And
dare
I
Is
small.
predicament of tbe vessel while
was
the
the
constitutionalists,
army
the
Cote
standing
ship
sajs
ter of a demand submitted today for
TO confiscatedto bya story told by J. O. Lil say
the conference were not correct. Their earpenter fcalling
REFUSES
the
JUDGE
and Immediately or
from
a
call
Antw-t- ,
presithat
recoanoitering',
upon,
,12,000
from
jmbian,
according
the payment of $62,000 to a British
position la that if Carranza comes tons register. He was asleep and
dered rifle and ardllery fire" directed
and J. O. Huber, who returned dent, there would be no men quicker
white
ly
to
and
subject,
open a credit for the at the vessel. The" firing continued
hack voluntarily, well and good:, they,
here today. Ullywhite and"' Huber, than you to answer that call to duty. payment of that amount
heard the alarm of fire and was comwill be glad to have the scope of medTRIAL
NEW
A
It
and
in
has
to
GIVE
part
called,
Now, the president
bring
who left here Friday
ing along the deck, when an explosion
The British diplomatic representa- Monday night and Tuesday morning.
iation thus enlarged.
at- Is your duty to repair to your respecwhen the guns on board the vessel
when
said
that
under
his
they
feet,
flour,
occurred
of the
amidships
tive at Port au Prinoa today delivered
Up to noon few dispatches had been which blew him overboard. He was
which could be brought to bear on
were tive abodes In peace and good order.
the
take
goods
to
they
tempted
an ultimatum to the Haitlen govern
received from Vera 7m ny the war
not
was
who
the constitutionalist shore positions
man
comlsario
Ramirez,
Josus
MURAll
among
you
the
boat
CONVICTED
OF
a
informed
agree
Every
LEO FRANK,
by
ment
Immediate pay- were silenced.
and navy departments, but General picked up by
in the mines at Trinidad ment demanding the
General Obregon said
their
that
from
preoipiate
by
WILL
TO
THE
APPEAL
at
working
of
town,
Are
started
midnight
the
Sunday
DER,
of an indemnity of $62,000 to a
Funston earlier In .the day had formalhe' hoped to announce the taking of
In half ah hour the
the colonists bad! forfeited when the strike came Is not living at British,
SUPREME COURT
unknown.
cause
a
departure
lines
for
his
subject in compensation
ly been authorized to extend
the vessel soon although any boardhis abode, and he should leave( at
and amidships was
all property to the state..
the destruction by fire of his saw mill
about Vera Cruz as far as he deemed whole ship forward
had
a
once."
Mexican
said
Vrf
exing party approaching in boats would
ap
constant
6. Judge Benjaviolent
with
iu
,r
Ga.,
Later,
they
flames,
May
Atlanta,
nevoliifion.
llconte
The be under
the
It necessary to afford proper proteccheer- during
strikers
to
the
the fire of the federal trenremark
this
was
su
purchase
wireless
Upon
them
seeking
Fulton
apparatus
The
H.
the
of
Hill
min
county
proached
ultimatum expires at 4 o'clock this ches.
tion to the city. It was explained that plosions.
refus- ed lustily, but from whispered com'
extra
They
.
their
court
possession.
denied
in
the
wrecked.
today
goods
perior
changes In the placing of American
con- evening.
currenwas
ments
learned
that
constltutiolanlst
to
it
Boston
they
the
for
new
to
are
motion
a
for
trial
ed
"We
accept
carrying
ordinary
troops would ,not Include any moveVilla to Assaurt Tamplco .
were ar- sidered the remark more applicable to
ment that could he considered as an body of the chief steward, who was Leo M. Frank, the young factory su cy and declared they, then
later
mine
the
GIBBS
HEADS
of
but
WOODMEN
Washington,
we
imported,
Ramirez,
order
May 6. Admiral Badforeign
guards,
death
sentence
of
rested by
frightfully injured by explosion;
perintendent under
advance from Vera Cruz.
here.'
and
N. Ml, May 6 Rev. Ber- ger reported to the navy department
returned
West
from
and
Virginia
said,
for
Roawell,
they
In,
last
released
were
murder
of
searching
another
the
made
for
detour,
here
April
General Punston reported that he
forces
could year of Mary Phagan, a factory girl.
On their return, a telegram ot pro- other states, than to the strikers them- nard Gibbs of Raton was elected state today that constitutionalists
lad no definite Information regarding other boats and deeply regret westeamof selves.
made
a
consul
of
Woodmen
on.
attack
Modern
to
of
Presidient
the
anCampos
sharp
sent
other
Hill
was
yesterday
but
motion
test
many
find
In
not
the
eat-,
them,
Judge
denying
concentration of Mexican forces"We are going to deal with you men America to succeed A. d Whittier of Mexican federal troops in the northto the scene of dis- nounced he" would sign a bill of ex Frnoteras protesting against confiscaers
are
hastening
the
movements
made
defend
to
crpt
he In as kindly a way as we know how," Santa Fe at the state encampment in western portion of the province of
railroad lines leading to Mexico City. aster and we trust will rescue them. ceptions, thus allowing the ruling to tion of the flour. Campos replied
reto
continued the major. We have noth session here today. Delegates are
Have sent them a Marconi message to be appealed to the state supreme had sent an order to Ramirez
Huerta Losing Ground
(Continued on Page Four)
ing to do with the operators and we present from all parts of the state.
boats."
the
flour..
court
lease the
missing
Persistent reports from Tamplco of look out for
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DR. ARTHUR DEARDUFF OF
IS FINED FOR FAILURE TO- - TESTIFY

Santa Fe. May 6 United States Pis-- '
Judge William H. Pope today
'
Tined Dr. Arthur Dearduff of Ioving--!
ton,. N. M $250 and costs for con- -'
tempt of court by delaying the busl- n5 of the court and for using abusive lanniage to Deputy Collector of
Internal Revenue Hestand.
Dr. Dearduff was summoned to San
ta Te by United States District Attorney Summer Burkhart a a witness
, for the United States in the case of
the United States vs. George P. Montgomery who was charged with selling
liquor without a license. Dr. Dearduff
was said to have purchased the liquor
from Montgomery and was the pricin-ipwitness against him. On arriving
In Santa Fe the doctor, It la said, began to sample some of the liquor sold
In this city and yesterday afternoon
It was decided by Mr. Burkhart that
Deardoff was not In condition to appears, The case,, therefore, could not
be tried, and the business was de'
layed for some hours. Br. Dearduff
was given over to the custody of United States Marshal Hudspeth on direc'
tion of the court
Later on the United States attorney
filed an Information charging the doctor with using abusive language to
Deputy Collector Oestand, and the doctor's troubles began to become complicated. This morning the physician
was able to appear and testify In the
Montgomery case. The doctor also
pleaded that ha had several patients
at home who needed his attention.
The fine was then imposed. This afternoon Dr. Dearduff came to the office of the district clerk and asked one
of the assistants what his total fine
amounted to with costs. When he
was informed that the fine and coFts
were about $280, Dr. Dearduff was
surprised, but was game. "I suppose
I'll have to stand it," he said with a
'
smile and left the roonv.
Dr. Dearduff bears a first class reputation as a physician and citizen in
his home town, it is said, and very
much regrets the occurrence.
Philip Urkovich, a Slav, pleaded not
Biiiity today in the United States dis
trict court to the charge of selling
liquor to Many Goats Son, an Indian,
and to Hoska Woods. Julian Krajacish, a Slav interpreter at Gallup,
acted as interpreter in this easei
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Begins Thursday Morning: and Lasts Ten Days
Read Every Word of this Announcement
Fitting and
Alternations

It will pay. you to be np bright and
early Thursday morning and down at
the store promptly at 8 o'clock, else
someone might buy the very suit you
want and, there's only one suit of
each kind. You'll find these suite on
display in our windows.

Even with a high class line of
tailored wear such as we carry,
we find that In order to bring
out the little niceties and distinctiveness of each suit It is
necessary .to have It carefully
fitted by one qualified in the
art Our fitting and alteration
department is In charge of an
expert fitter, who Is thoroughly
competent and experienced. We
guarantee perfect satisfaction,
both In fitting and alterations.
ALTERATIONS FREE.

Owing to the extremely low prices
we are making on these suite we must
sell them for

fill iSf

lift

-

ACCUSED OF KILLING GIRL
Chicago, May . Isaac Bond was
arraigned in Judge Kersten's court
today to stand trial on a charge of
having murdered Miss Ida G. Leegson,

an art student and sculptress, whose
nude body was found on the prairie
west of this city on October 5, 1913.
The victim of the murder had been
strangled to death with a fish line.
The theory is that she had been lured
to tie place of her death by a telephone message promising her employment For many weeks the police
searched In vain for a clue to the
murderer. Bond was finally arrested
on suspicion and according to the
4Klice was identified as the man who
had! pawned Misa Leegson's watch the
day after the crime.
For a Torpid Liver
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
oft and on for the past six years whenever my liver shows signs of being
In a disordered condition. They have
always acted quickly and given me the
desired relief," writes Mrs. F. H.
Trubns. Springville, N. Y. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
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INDIANA
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Dull Feeling Swollen Hands and Feet
Due to Kidney Trouble
Your kidneys need help when your
hands and feet thicken, swell up, and
you feel dull and sluggish. Take

Pills Thev are tonic, stim
ulating and strengthening and restore
your kidneys to healthy normal action.
.Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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dress

After an active spring selling campaign, we are left with 55 of the newest
spring suit... The garments are strictly stylish and correct a.
everyone was selected personally by our ready-to-webuyer.. They represent the cream of the hundred, of garment, .ubmltted for
hi.
And every garment come, up to certain .tandard-t- he
Ro.enwald .tandard of quality and style that i. known the .tat. over.
May
i. the logical time for a clearing .ale of thl. kind, a. the., .uit. can be worn the balance of the
spring .eason, all summer, and the early part
of th. fall:. In other words-t- hl.
.ale I. your opportunity. You may purcha.e extraordinary garment, for the
price u.ual.y a.ked for Inferior
For
merchandise, and less.
y our convenience we have grouped the.e .ult. Into five lot. for thl. .ala-e- ach
mean, a great .avlng In price

.

Read These

40 Per

Cent-The-

$10.00 Spring
Suits

$12.50 and $15
Spring Suits

There are only six suits In this lot
sizes for small women and juniors.
The saving Is exactly 41 per cent

There are 17 suite in thla lot nearly all sizes for women and Juniors.
A wide range of colors and styles. The
saving is 30 to 35 per cent

$18.50 & $22.50
Spring Suits

$27.50 and $35
Spring Suits

Just six suits In this lot beautiful
silk, moires and fancy woolens though.

The saving

Is

from

25

to

39

per cent

18 suits In this lot All the new
weaves and colors and the latest
styles. And Just think you have all
summer yet to wear It The savings
are about 30 per cent

Laa Veas'Loading Store

TV7HEN you consider the fact that the
garment makers' in this
to our tailored-wea- r
stock, its easy
to understand why we do the
business of this part of the state. . . . .

fore-mo- st

Stubborn Cough it Wearing and
Ricky

letting a stubborn

cough "hang on"

in the spring is risky. Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound heals raw inflamed surfaces in the throat and bronchial tubes makes sore, weak spots
sound
and whole stops stubborn,
tearing coughs. Refuse substitutes. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

country-contribut-

ready-to-we-

Established

1862

$37.50 and $45
Spring Suits

Bight suits in this lot and unquestionably there isn't anything In Las
Vegas in anything Hke their class.
The saving te lu to 40 per cent

DOSSIBLY you'll fiecd some accessories

Si

ar

35 to

Come to This Sale

n

e

A

4

PrieesThey Represent a Saving of From

A. R. REUNION

Indianapolis, May 6. As guests of
the Sons of Veterans the surviving
soldiers who went to the front In the
'60s under the regimental flags of Indiana gathered in this city today for
the annual state reunion of the Grand
Army of the Republic. The reunion
will continue several days and will
have as Its special guests Commander-in-Chie- f
Washington Gardner of the
G. A. R., and the national heads of
the Woman's Relief Corps and other
affiliated organizations.

Cash Only

Soutli SidcPka

1 with the new suit gloves,
pumps, waists

or something of the sort. You'll find that
quality meets price at this store, with courteous treatment all the time. Its a
genuine
pleasure to choose from stocks such as we
carry

-- AS
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BARMAID'S LIFE Winsor & Newton, Ltd. RESTRICTIONS OF ROCK SLIDES NOT
SLOW-DRYIN- G

IS ONE Of
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THE CHANCES THAT SHE WILL
END IN THE STREET ARE IN'
THE MAJORITY
London, May 6. "Too old at 30"
Is the unhappy lot of the British barmaid described In a report by Mrs.
Bernard Drake of an inquiry made by
the Women's Industrial council.
Barmaids are a British institution.
Very few men are found behind the
bars in the saloons throughout the
United Kingdom, except proprietors.
There are 22,000 barmaids in England
Alone. Frequent crusades have been
started with the purpose of eliminating
women, and particularly girls, from
this vocation but .nothing lasting has
been accomplished. One reason is
that the saloon Is the working man's
places
club, and he prefers those
where he can gossip' with the girls.
On the whole the Influence of barmaids
is to raise the atmosphere of saloons,
but the influence of the 6aloons upon
the women is considered bad.
"The barmaid) soon grows old,"
says the report. "Sometimes she Is
old at 25; she Is generally too old at
SO." Her chances
of marriage are
small unless she marries the barman
or the manager, and almost the only
recourse left to her la the streets. The
number of women on the London
streets who have once been barmaids
Is out of all proportion to the total
numbers in the trade.
Mrs. Drake writes sympathetically
of the women behind the bars. She
says:
"The barmaid is cheaper than the
barman. She is more industrious,
more sober, more amenable to the
wishes of her employer, less rebellious against the hard conditions of
public house life.
"There are women, women of fine
character, who earn in the bar a decent and respectable living, and are
riot unhappy.. There is eevn a woman
of robust health and temperament,
who finds In the public house a certain vocation. The bar Is to other
women immediate ruin.
"But all these are exceptions. The
barmaid who Is of the majority, although she loses nothing of
yet continues at her post only
in weariness and loathing, and with
a great fear in her heart of that which
the future is to bring."
Wages for barmaids are no more
than domestic servants command in
the United States and the average
working day is 14 hours. In houses
patronized by workingmen the average pay is $2.50 to $3 a week ; in hotels
It may rise to $3.50 and for a head
barmaid to $4.50 or even $5. Board
and lodging are always furnished but
the girls are expetcedl to dress well.
The barmaid, according to Mrs.
Drake, belongs to the type of normal
and average working girl, Industrious
sober and honest, although she is to
be distinguished from her sisters by
a greater measure of the love of
She seldoni
youth for adventure.
result of a
the
career
as
the
adopts
false step. The worbingman seldom
loses his respect for the barmaid as
a woman worker; it is reserved for
the man about town to be without all
sense of honor or chivalry to women.
and pretty girls are dellberate- Young
s
chosen
for the West end saloons
ly
which are the resorts of dissolute men
and fallen women, because the inex- .
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MARRIED WOMAN

COLORS

MOIST WATER.

I In. Tubes ooly, for bot countries
or In bot summer weather

SEVERE

PRICE LIST
Studio Oil Color Tuboa

SsrlM U $1.10 Each
Series B - 1.30 Each
Scries F a.ag Eacb

age. Each
Series B goc. Each
Series C 65c. Each

WHITE LEAD LIST
Flake No.
White
Hade in Studio. K lb. and 1 lb. Tubes
Flake No. a Silvsr White
Made In U lb.. I lb. and J lb. Tabes
PURE ZINC WHITE
Made in H lb. and 1 lb. Tubes
Then celert to bt W tl All Art Mtttrhl Storei
PAINTING.

COMBINATION

For Oil Paint

BOARD

Water Color

(Ctaarpas)

PaJtel. Charcoal, Chalk or Pencil. Can be flzed
of a steaming
by steam, being held
kettle
CANVAS FOR OIL PAINTING.
Scad

Fin

Ccali lot

Ctfhg

ao8 Broadway, N. Y.

New York Office,

perlenred girls attract the men. They
are given no protection by their employers. s
Twb great evils of the present saloon system are pointed out by the report. One is the Jong hours affecting
the health of both men and women
and leading to excessive drinking. The
other is the exploitation of young
girls which Is responsible for their
degradation. One reform proposed is
that no girl under the age of 21 shall
be employed after 8 o'clock, except
on the permisea of her parent, and
another is that the bar shall be a
more fit place for both men and women.

The Easter holiday parade on
Hampstead Heath, where London factory girls have their annual parade
and picnic, was altogether changed
this year. The flaring and multifarious petticoats which the East End
girls have flaunted each new season
were missing. Most of the East End
belles had taken up the new fashions
and their taste In dress seemed to
bear tribute to the college settlement
workers in the poorer districts. In
past years the girls spent all their
money for gay petticoats, for rental
of gorgeous plumes for their hats, and
great combs set with glass gems, with
which to ornament their
pompadours. This year witnessed the
passing of most of these extravagances, in the classes conducted by the
social settlement workers the girls
have been taught to dress their hair
gracefully and to dispense with tho
brilliant combs.

ELIMINATED

--

.

COMMENCEMENT AT MAGDALENA
Santa fe, May 6. The department

of education today received an invitation to attend the commencement of
the public schools at Magdalena, Socorro county. May 2 to May 8. The
lan McLar
following are graduates:
en, Francis Ames, Eulallo Baca, Eu
genia Gibson, Willard Hedges, Warren Hodges, Johnnie Hopkins, Chris
tina Mactavlsh, Cole McClure, Elsie
Otto, Henry Railston, Frank Smith,
Gladys SttuppL' Bessie Taylor, Mark
Webster, The cactus is the class
flower.

2C
M. Cunningham, Preside

it

D. T. Hosklns. Cashier.
E. 8. Lewis. Asi't Cash.

ENGINEERS

London, May 6 The recent discussion in England of the question of
compelling professional women, par
ticularly teachers and doctors, to give
up their positions after marriage, has
brought a remarkable statement from
Dr. Marie C. Stopes, a well known
scientist. There are, he says, three
inevitable results from the policy of
compelling women to give up their
professions:
It prevents admirable women of a
certain type of character from marrying at alii
It deprives the community of the
work and the experience of another
type of women, who does not feel able
to sacrifice her priavte life to her ca- reer.
It leads other women, of more per-febalance, who demand the right
to be both normal women as well as
intelligent, to (a) wilfully and "dishonestly" concealing the fact of their
marriage from their employers ; or (b)
living in union with a man without
the legal tie of marriage.
As to the last alternative B-- Stopes
says: "My own experience of three
years of marriage, in which I have
discovered the Innumerable coercions,
restrictions, legal injustices and encroachments on her liberty imposed
on a married woman by the community or section of it, has brought me to
the point of being ready to condone
in any of my educated women friends'
,a life lived (if in serious and binding
union) with a man to whom she is not
legally married. Three years ago such
a course would have filled .me with
horror."
married women
Only by treating
properly, by leaving them the freedom
of choice allowed to all other individuals, adds the writer, can innumerable
evils be avoided..

Panama, May 6. Rock and dirt are
still moving down the Cucarecha
slide itno the Culebra Cut, but the engineers who have been fighting the
treacherous slides in this vicnlty are
at last gaining upon nature. Fears
that the opening of the canal, set for
January, 1915, would have to be postr
poned indefinitely, have been growing
less each day, for the dredges and
CAPITAL
steam shovels have been taking out
the dirt and reck much faster than it
,
slid Into the canal.
Office with
The Culebra slide, just to the south'
of the Cucaracha trouble, is entirely
WM. O. HATDON.
at rest and it is hoped It will remain
H.
W. KELLY
will
canal
but
the
watch;
so,
engineers
D. T. HOSKUS'8
this treacherous hillside with some
anxiety as the rainy season approaches. Breaks already .are showing far
back from the canal prism and these
may indicate a movement which might
any day precipitate tons of crushed
rock and dirt into the canal for the
tireless dredges and steamshovels to arise. No further action, however, is
by the unions, it Is
remove. The coming wet season, will contemplated
believed.
generally
be likely to loosen anything ready to

The advent of the new Albanian
principality has been a great boon to
stamp dealers and stamp collectors.
The temporary occupation of San Giovanni di Medua by the Montenegrins
and the similar occupation of Dur-azz-o
by the Serivans gave the philatelists their first opportunity. Then
appeared' the first Albantan tamps
proper, in the shape of the old Turkish stamps surcharged with the Albanian double headed eagle. Though
not many of these were issued they
gave rise to considerable speculation,
and as much as $10 was paid for a
single piece. In the hope that the
price will rise still further many possessors are keeping back their stock.
Since then Albania has had her own
stamr8 made. They are of six different denominations expressed in centimes, called in Albanian quints. They
bear a portrait of the national hero,
the Austrian printer
Scanderberg.-bu- t
of the stamps altered it to Scander-berobviously not knowing that the
word "beg" is the Albanian title of
nobility, and took it for a German
name with the common termination
"berg," a mountain. One the day
Prince William arrived these stamps
were sold with the special imprint:
"7 Mars 147 Brofte Mbretl 1914,"
which means March 1476, (the year
of the death of Scandberg.) "Long
live the Mbretl (Emperor or Prince)
g,

.

The stamps were quickly sold out
and refold at three or four times their
'
faca value.
.

ARE TRYING
TO
OVERCOME 8ERIOU3 MENACE
TO THE WATERWAY
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Interest PaJd On Deposits

slide.

Dredging and hydraulic operations
in the cut continue day and night
Back of Gold Hill the hydraullo pumps
are washing away vast quantities of
loose soil greatly relieving the pressure
which has forced so much of the dirt
Into the canal prism. At the toe of
the slide the dredges have been busily
engaged! in removing the dirt out of
the channel itself while far up the
side of the slide other hydraulic operations are tearing at the very heart of
'
the hill.
a
Within, short time two new large
dipper dredges will be engaged. These
ere the largest yet built of this type.
One already has been received on the
isthmus and Is almost ready for operation. At the Bame time the dredge
"Corozal," will begin deepening the
channel which now averages about 25
feet, to the required 45 feet
This deepening of the channel, the
engineers believe, will be a tedious
operation, for the weight on the hillsides at Gold, Culebra and Contrac
tors hills is constantly forcing the
bottom ofthe canal upward. It is an-ticipated that this will continue until
the weight of the hillsides has been
sufficiently lessened.
According to figures just compiled
there have been removed from the
canal prism between Gamboa and Pe
dro Miguel, which includes the entire
Culebra cut area, a total of 27,000,000
cubic yards of dirt with a probable
6,000,000 cubic yards remaining to be
excavated.
The recent announcement'of Colonel
George W. Goethals, governor of the
Panama Canal Zone, that there would
be no immediate reduction of the wage
scale, averted what threatened to become a serious labor difficulty. The
unions represented! on the Isthmus
met and formed) the Mutual Trades
council and obtained strike sanction
from their parent bodies to be prepared for any emergency that might

FACE DISFIGURED
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E RUPTION

Spread Over Entire Face. Itched
The labor "party has decided to place
and Burned Terribly.
Heavy
at least 100 candidates in the field at
and
Cuticura
Crust.
White
Soap
the next general election. Already 93
Cure.
Made
Ointment
Complete
candidatures have been decided upon
by conferences convened under the
"A
810 East Elm St., Streator, VI.
constitution of the party. Of these 38
Bounding, Pulsating Life in Every Drop
running sore broke out above my right eye;
38
held
now
seats are
by laborltes,
which spread over my entire face. It started
as a small pimple. I
by liberals and 17 by unionists. FortyRemedy.
scratched it open and
nine of these Involve three cornered
the content of this
contests, which as Mr. Asquith said
small pimple ran down
in his speech at Ladybank, generally
my face. Wherever this
ran a new sore appeared.
against the coalition, the spilt vote
They Itched and burned
enabling the unionists; to get in. Five
terribly; I couldn't touch
of these three cornered contests are
my face it burned so. It
disfigured my face ter
due to liberal attacks on seats now
be seen for everyono
couldn't
I
and
ribly
in
the
and
labor
the
held by
parry,
was afraid of it. It looked like a disease of
remaining 44 the labor candidate is, some kind; it was all red and a heavy wbita
so far. only opposed by a unionist.
crust on it. Everybody kept out of my
would spread. I lost rest at
Apart from the official labor party way, afraidI itcouldn't
bear to have anything
and
night
so22
there are already
independent
touch my face, not oven the pillow. I bad
Outward.
Let S. S. S. Hustle Impurities
to well balanced-healtas the nutri- icialists candidates in the field, forc
to lie on the back of the head. I was always
Impurities lodge bo deeply In the tissues sential
tious elements of the meats, grains, fata
that they cannot be reached by' any ordi- and
three cornered fights In 18 con glad when morning came so I could get uj.
ing
our
food.
of
daily
sugars
nary method. Mercury and other dangerous
It was extremely painful.
Not only this, but if from the presence stituencies now held by liberals and
.mineral drugs may check a disease, but to
" I used
salve with small results.
poison there is a local
get right - down Into where the blood Is of some disturbing
'
interference of nutrition to four by unionists.
Vitiated requires 8. .8. 8., the greatest or general
last I thought of Cuticura Soap and
At
abscesses
and
carbuncles,
bolls,
blood purifier known.
Its action Is pro- cause
Ointment and I commenced using them.
kindred troubles, 8. 8. 8. so directs the
nounced.
I used the sample of Cuticura Soap and
In a very brief time 8. 8. 8. has the local cells that this poison is rejected and
Headache
Sick
cake of
reconstructive process so under control that eliminated from their presence.
Ointment, one
. Mrs. A. 1m Luckie, East Rochester,
8.
8.
8.
Is
From the fact that
All
purely
remarkable
are observed.
changes
Cuticura Soap and a half box of the fifty-ceheadache
Is
sick
of
a
was
victim
It
Y.,
N.
botanical
by
a
accepted
and
preparation.
eruptive places heal, mysterious pains
size of Cuticura Ointment. It took
aches have disappeared, and from head to the weakest stomach and has great tonic and despondency, caused by a badly
foot there Is
conscious sensation of re- influence. Not Inone drop of drugs or min- weakened and debilitated condition of three weeks to complete the eure." (Signed)
Ask
for
its preparation.
newed health.
erals Is used
Miss Caroline Miller, Apr. 30, 1913.
The extraordinary manner In which 8. 8. S. 8. 8. and insist Upon having It. And her stomach, when she began taking
Cut icura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
advice upon any mat8. drives
out of the blood Is due If you desire skillful
"I
impurities
She
Chamberlain's
Tablets.
says,
to Its catalytic force in the blood cells, ter concerning the blood and skin write to
60c are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
224
also
to
mild
found
them
Swift
take,
Bldg.,
contains one Ingredient, the active purpose The Swift Specific Co.,
pleasant
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Adwhich is to stimulate the tissues to the Atlanta, Ga. Do not allow some realous and effective.- - In a few weeks' time
dress posward " Cuticura, Dept. T. Boston."
in
eloquence,
o lnrrup the atmosphere
healthy selection of its own essential nutri- clerk
who shave and shampoo with Cu--t!
ment and the medicinal elements of this over something 'Must os good" as S. 8. 8, I wa? restored to my former good
health." For gale ty all dealers. Adv.
matchless blood purifier are just as es Beware at all counterfeits.
uw Soar will find it best for skin aaU seal

The Blood in Order
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There's
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ENGLISH PHILOSOPHER SAYS HE
WOULD RECOMMEND SOME
MODIFICATIONS

1914.

Quid Action Getting

1C0.000.00

5S

PANAMA

top-heav-y

Chamberlain's Liniment
This preparation is intended especially for rheumatism, lame back,
sprains and like ailments. It Is a favorite with people who are well acquainted with Its splendid qualities.
Mrs. Charles Tanner, Wabash, Ind.,
says of it, "I have found Chamberlain's Liniment the best thing for
lame back and sprains I have ever
used. It works like a charm and relieves pain and sorenecs. It has been
used by others of my family as well
as myself for upwards of twenty
years." 25 and 50 cent bottles. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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SURPLUS

$50,ooe.H

Great

h

twenty-five-ce-
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Discarded canal machinery is being

sold to several private corporations
In South and Central America. Vene-

zuela has had a commission on the
Isthmus which purhcased considerable
dredging machinery with which to
deepen several harbors. A number of
the large dredges that dug their way
through Culebra cut have been sent to
Porto Rico where they are soon to be
engaged in harbor work. Many of the
locomotives that hauled the spoil cars
out of the cut have been sold to South
American concerns. Because of their
wide gauge they are not suitable for
railways In the United States.
Work has begun on landscape gar-- ,
dening in the vicinity of Gatun locks
and (Jam. The top of the dam is be
ing graded for tropical rnts. The
work is being done by H. H. Reed, su
pervisor of the Fourth division. It Is
planned to beautify the ground sur
rounding all the locks just as fast as
the construction work has been com
pleted.
The navigable reaches of the canal
will be allowed to grow up in their
natural tropical verdure, . confined
within certain limits. Already In
many places the canal looks more like
a natural water course than one con
structed by the hands of men.
At Cristobal It is proposed to build
a tropical park along the land ends of
the wharves of the Panama railway.
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K'aai BLADDER

Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
are caused from weak inactive kidneys,
which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
made "wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these important and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
RED

CROSS

DRUG

CO.

RED CROSS

DRUG CO

yearlings are the get of Ben Brush, ly one that would relieve their cough- Peter Pan, Hippodrome, Delhi Sweep, ing and whooping spells, I continued
this treatment and was surprised to
Superman, Ultimus and Imp. Voter. find that it cured the disease
in a very
short time," writes Mrs. Archie
Crooksville, Ohio. For sale
Whooping Cough
.
dealers. Adv.
"About a year ago my three boys by all
Dal-rympl-e,

had whooping cough and I found
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the on

Subscribe for The

Optl.

EASILY DECIDED

This Question Should be Answered
Easily by East Las Vegas People
Which is wiser to have confidence
In the opinions of your
of people you know, or depend on
statements made by utter strangers replaces? Read the
siding in
following:
A. Underwood, 806 National avenue,
East Las Vegas, N. M, says: "Doan's
Kidney Pills, which I got at the Center
Block Pharmacy, brought me relief
from backache and kidney trouble.
Since then, I have used them off and
on, whenever I have needed a kidney
medicine and they have done good
work. If my kidneys aren't acting
ust right, or my back Is aching, 1
can depend on Doan's Kidney Pills to
drive away these ailments. I have recommended Doan's Kidney Pills to a
great many people and all have been
well satisfied with them. When I
take cold, It seems to settle on my
kidneys, causing a slight attack of
backache. At such times, a few doses
of Doan's Kidney Pills have always
fixed me up In good shape."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
oents. (FosteriMilburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.
fellow-citizen-

see the announcement of

s,

of our annual Hotpoint sale
Buy a Saturday Evening Post on sale today turn
to the center opening, and read the announcement
of this annual sale. And read about the remarkable
new electric store to Jbe featured at half price all
next week

far-away

Relieves Bladder Distress and
Weaknes
Trreenlar. uainful bladder weaknesses
disappear when the kidneys are strong
and healthfully active. Take Foley
KrtinBv Pills for that burning, scald
painful action- ing sensation-irregulaheavy,, sore feeling and bladder dis
tress. You will like their tonio res
torative effect the relief from pain
quick good results. Contain no
harmful drues. Try them. O. O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Week
W
El Glostovo

Adv.

SALE OF KEENE YEARLINGS
Lexington, Kyu May
known horsemen and breeders from
many parts of the country were on
hand here today at the opening of the
sale of yearlings bred at the Castleton
stud of the late James R, Keene. The
6.-- Well

the new electric stove

regularly $5.00 for only 2.50!
It does regular family cooking!
Operates from any

lamp-socke- t.

And uses ordinary

kitchen

dishes.

Regularly priced a third less than others less effless than
icientat half price, it will be
other electric stoves not near so efficient.
two-thir-

But come and see the stove itself.

Also don't forget

r,

nt

p.

Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

Ladies Guild will hold their Ba.kery
Sale at our office Saturday May 9th from 2 to 5

the
.

P. M, This gives you chance to buy your Sunday dinner and help the Ladies. Ve will also
serve you with toast and coffee FR.EE"and
other good things to eat cooked by Electricity.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
ipnfMtfflfiwfi

IV

--

TV

FOUR

at this critical Juncture, to

TIIEdDAlLY OPTIC
ESTABLISHED

Major General Daniel K. Sickle will
he buried, probably on Saturday. Ta
tamily reached this decision pn receipt
yesterday of a telegram from Secretary of war Garrison sayfife laafa
plot had been selected. nd' military
escort, firing squad and chaplain assigned to meet the train bearing tne
general's body. Funeral services iu
this city for General' Sickle Will be
held Friday morning in St, Patrick s
cathedral.

do what is out ol the mine.

best for the community.
o

The company that
is to receive the ore la located In New
York city.

ROYALTY AT MEMORIAL SERVICE
London May 6. ThiB being the
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READY CONSTITUTIONAL

SOLDIERS

IS

How's This
TO
TO
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that can
Publish by
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, bare known
(Incorporated)
Up-lo-Da- le
P. J. Cheney for the last 15 rears, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions' afid financially
M. M. PADGETT
(Continued from Page One)
(Continued from Page One)
ST,
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
ABANDONED TUQ RESCUED
.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE. disarmed," said William Diamond. Vera Cms and to the west of Tam:
Curling, N. F., May 6 The United
Toledo, O.
"Until then no one can say what may pico. There was no decisive result
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
as far as he could learn. Admiral States naval tug Potomac, which was
happen."
nally, acting directly upon the blood
Badger's report said further that Ad- abandoned in the ice noes of the
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Entered at the poetoffice at East
V
miral Mayo Informed him of persistent Gulf of St. Lawrence during' the winWant Coal Lands Confiscated
75 cents
Testimonials
sent
free.
Price
transVegas, New Mexico for
was remanned today by her enter,
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
that
current
rumors
about
per
Tampico
Denver, May 6. The introduction
aladoB through the United State
Family pills for consti of a
General Villa was on his way with re- gineer, the United States consular
IC0L0RAD04NS TOBQOST Take Hall's
joint resolution requesting the
SiaQs aa second class matter.
pation. Adv.
inforcements for the constitutionalists agent and a party of New Foundland-ers- .
governor to enlarge the scope of the
It is expected the vessel will be
and intended to "take and burn the
legislative call to permit a wider disGALVESTON TRADE
FUR
to part safely.
SUBSCRIPTION
brought
TERMS OF
cussion and routine committee work, city."
EXCELLENT PROGRAM
did
he
stated
that
Admiral
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occupied legislators for several hours
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fourth anniversary of the death of
King Edward VII, the customary meCO.
morial service was Jbeld at Windsor
and was attended by King George,
Queen Mary, the Prince of Wales and
Editor. other members of the royal family.
The choristers of St George's Chapel
furnished the musical portions of the
the afternoon the mauprogram,.-I- n
soleum i was openend to those who
had received tickets of admission.
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B. Haskell of Ribera came In last
xight for a Short business visit
Leo W. Condon of Roc lad a came in
yesterday for a short visit in this city.
W. R. Smith of Canon City, Colo.,
was a business yisltor In the city today.
J. J. Jacobs of Las Cruces, came in
last night for a short business visit in
this city.
W. W. Strong, a well known business man of Albuquerque was a business visitor here today.
M. M. Soper of Santa Rosa came in
last night and will be a business visitor in this city for several days.
J. M. Felix of Louisville, Ky., came
in last night and will be a business
visitor in this city for several days.
R. L. Fracormin of Leavenworth,
Kan., arrived In the city last night and
will remain here for a short time on
"business.
G. I. Holbrook and Grant Paget of
Santa Fe came In yesterday evening
and will be visitors in Las Vegas for

a

sbort time.
William Balfour, transportation Inspector for the Santa Fe Railway company, was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
W. W. Cutter connected with the
Santa Fe Railway company, at Tope-ka ,Kan., was a business visitor in
this city today.
DrjlF. R. Lord left last night for
New York and other points in the
east, where he expects toc be for some
itime on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Benito Alarid of Santa
Fe, who have been visiting at the
home of Rlcardo Romero, left yesterday for their home.
W. W. "Bill" Wilson, the well
known representative for the National Biscuit company, was a business
Tisitor here yesterday.
Mrs. J. S. Moore returned this afternoon from Denver, where she has
been for the past week. She was accompanied by her son..
O. F. Zotteman, representative for
the Baldwin Piano company, came
in last night for a short business visit in this city. His headquarters is
ixt Albuquerque.
Mrs. John Cryan of Benton Harbor,
Mich., arrived in Las Vegas last night
and will remain here during the summer. She Is the guest of her daugh
ter, Mrs. P. J. Emenaker.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Lyon and Mr.
:and Mrs. W. S. Oestrelch of Albu
querque returned to their homes to
day in an automobile after having
been visitors in Las Vegas for a short
lime.
GRIFFIN SUCCEEDS BOYLE
Santa Fe, May 6. Land Commissioner R. P. Erveln has appointed

KIDS

DELIGHTED A FIELDING

THEATER

OF FUN

I

FAMOUS

ACTOR WILL BE SEEN THEIR ENTRANCE
INTO HENLEY
TONIGHT ONLY IN "THE
REGATTA CAUSES CONSIDER-

THE GENTRY

SHOW, HERE TOMORROW,. IS EXPECTED TO
BE GREAT ENTERTAINER

FIGHTING

the time draws near for the
coming of the Gentry Shows, the kid-- '
di'fci (of Las Vegas are all on tiptoes,
16 great is their interest In this, to
them, most important event The
show will arrive early tomorrow morning from Santa Fe with a special train
of the Santa Fe railway. The
actors will be hurriedly detrained and rushed to the circus
grounds on the corner of Baca avenue
and Sixth street, where the big tentAs

four-foote-

d

ed city will be erected and all preparations speedily made to have everything ready for the opening performance, which will Btart promptly at 2
o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
Despite the early hour of Its arrival

the show train doubtless w'lll be met
fry a large percentage of the Las Ve-

gas Juvenile population, who will be
on hand to see the many wonders unloaded.
As It has ibeen several years since
the Gentry shows have been seen In
Las Vegas, every youngster in town
Is hungry for a sight of the beautiful
ponies, wonderful dogs and comical
monkey "comedians.
Following the usual custom, the
show will give a street parade in the
morning, leaving the show grounds
promptly at 10:30 o'clock, touring all
the principal streets In the downtown
district' This is said to be the most
beautiful pageant, over a mile in
.
length.
The Gentry shows come next to
Santa Clans In the hearts and minds
of the children, and to them at least
the coming engagement will prove of
more Importance than any happening
of the year.
for that
There are many grown-ups- ,
matter, who enjoy themselves more at
a Gentry performance than they do at.
any other show and the probabilities
are that the Gentry tents will be
packed at both performances to be
given here.
Th price of admission will be reduced to-- 25cents for children and 35 cents
for adults, for this day and date only.
:
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SUNDAY SCHOOL IN
HELL MORE LIKELY
SENATOR

BRADLEY

OF

DESPAIRS

-

.

J,

behind

the dou

You may use an old favorite recipe and the best of materials and male k
carefully, the oven may be just right, yet you wU have a failure it
The Power behind the Dough" u not the right one to leaven it properly
and make it light, digestible, wholesome.;;
,i
Cicod bakuw without Rood" baking powder is out of the question.
--

v vi
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ENGLAND
I

'
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TO COMPETE IN
u

Will Griffin selection clerk to succeed
SEEING GOOD GOVERNMENT
Captain vVeer Boyle, resigned. Mr.
IN MEXICO
Griffin recently resigned as cashier of
Washington, May 6. That all na
the United States Bank and Trust tions will know that the repeal of the
company, i
Panama tolls exemption law wilt be
done to "purchase immunity for a con
tinuation of watchful waiting in MexCOURT TERM WILL ico" was charged in the senate today
by Senator Bradley of Kentucky, op
posing the repeal bill.
BEGIN ON MAY 17 "If the United States is lacking In
influence ar standing, today," said he
account of the tolls ques
'it is not-cof its weak vacillat
because
tion
but
LIKELY
TWO MURDER CASES
ing policy of 'watchful waiting' with
WILL BE TRIED BY SAN MIMexico. If we abandon our sovereign
GUEL COUNTY TRIBUNAL
ty oyer the canal to Great Britain, all
The spring term of the district court other nations will know we are doing
for San Miguel 'county, which will be- it with the purpose of purchasing irn
gin May 17, will not be particularly munity for a continuation of our
strenuous, according to officials. The 'watchful waiting' policy, under which
graidsjury, it is expected, will be able we accomplished nothing and under
to complete its investigations within which there can be no peace.
a week. Criminal cases now docket- "I agree that the president has been
ed are not expected to require long actuated by an honest endeavor to
for trial. The grand Jury, however, procure peace and a constitutional
may return indictments in two murder government in Mexico. The trouble,
asee, those of Encinias and G&llegos. however, is that his Ideals are too ex
If these cases are tried at the coming alted to be realized. There is too
term they will be the first murder much Ignorance, too., much, of insa
trials to be heard in the San Miguel tiable ambition, too much rapine, top
much of butchery. You might as well
eourt house for three years.
Crook, charged try to establish a Sunday school in
The case of, E.
with assaulting Juan Pedro Garcia, is hell as real constitutional "government
set for trial early in the term, as Is in Mexico by Mexicans."
Senator Bradley declared: that : the
that of Vicente Trujillo, who Is a
cused of discharging fire arms in a president's message, asking for the re
'
peal was "nothing 'short of an insult
settlement the case of M. M.
aocufeed of unlawfully killing to the embers of congress, who voted
for the present law."
etock, also is set for trial.

Kj. :

FILM BOSTON OARSMEN

AT PHOTOPLAY

WITH PROSPECT

MAY 6, 1914.

power, ana ine aoumo w
,L.fiW foicdet has wonderful leaveningoaoA
ttsultl dOl'kly COUin.
n make
kwl .A Jr.

iTah no chance of tailor tn K C
'and haw "good lack" evry tin.
(
At all Grocer.

BLOOD"

ABLE

After an absence of some months,
Romaine Fielding again will make his
appearance at the Photoplay theater
tonight Mr. Fielding will be seen in
the Lubin two-ree- l
feature drama,
"The ' Fighting Blood," which was
made .by his company at Galveston
shortly after his departure from Las
The picture will be shown
Vegas.
tonight only, and admirers of Mr.
Fielding should arrange to see it. Following is a synopsis of the production:
Colonel Point (on the death of the
father) adopts the two children of an
old military friend, a boy and a girl.
Fighting blood surges through their
veins, but the boy shows signs of being a weakling and coward. Fifteen
years later war is declared and the
boy is enlisted In his foster father's
regiment. One night while on outpost
duty he falls a victim to one who
carries a full bottle. He Is arrested,
brought before a court martial and
dishonorably discharged. Remorse of
his weakness and folly thrust the boy
back from the path downward, and' he
returns to tlie camp to beg forgiven-nesCaptain Little of the revenue
cutter eervice, .being an old friend of
the colonel's, calls, finding an excuse
to meet the adopted girl to whom he
is attracted.
During the Interview
the boy hears Captain Little tell of
an expected smuggling attempt by the
notorious Levy gang. The fighting
blood of his ancestors becomes awakened and he resolves to balance the
scale of equality. He begs for a de
tachment of troops to aid the cutter
men. This being grafted he places
them in a fleet of fishing boats. The
smugglers are quickly surrounded and
after a battle captured. The leader
Levy sees a chance of escape and
with an oath, that he will never be
brought to Justice alive, plunges from
the ship's deck into the sea. The boy
saying, "Then I will bring you dead,"
follows. A hand to hand struggle fol
lows in the water and the boy returns
with the limp form of the smuggler
chief. A week later finds the colonel
and his adopted children at the headquarters, the boy with head high and
the gir with tender smiles of pride for
the honor of The Fighting Blood that
had awakened In her brother. The
colonel grasps the hand of the lad.
saying, "Boy, you have made good."
Cast
Captain Point (afterward colonel),
William Choppin; his adopted daughter, Grace Barton; Captain Little, revenue cutter service, Romaine Fielding; his adopted son, William' Holden;
--
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Helps Kidney and Bladder Trouble
Everybody Satisfied
Everywhere people are taking Foley
Kidney Pills, and are so satisfied they
urge others to take them also. A. T.Kelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says: "I reonm mnn fhcml fn fill whA flllffar from
kidney troubles and backache, for they
are nne.
nest iiung you can we
for backache, weak back and rheuma
tism. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv..

AL SMAULDING

WILL

BE QURAN'S. SECOND
L2:

7

COLOR EDMIDDLEWEIGHTyvDRKS
' OUT
WITH, MEXICAN BOXER
LAST EVENING
--

Al Smauldlng, a middleweight boxer
of considerable talent, is in Las Vegas
for a lengthy stay. Last night he
worked out with Young Duran at the
latter'A-traininquarters on the West
side. Duran found a hearty opponent
in Smauldlng, who worked the plucky
Mexican hard and thus enabled Duran
to enjoty" ene of the best training
nights hehas experienced in weeks.
It Smauldlng is the man who fought
JeffCjark in Albuquerque a short
time? ago and won a draw decision. He
19 colored and a husky fellow, having
every appearance of being a fast and
classy fighter. Smauldlng will be In
Duran'e corner on the night of his
bout with Harry Reide, the Aspen
Whirlwind.
Reide will arrive in Las Vegas this
evening and will begin training at
onca He claims to be in excellent
condition and is sure of a victory
over Young Duran.
This fight is causing more interest
among the fans .than has been experienced for months. Duran's style of
fighting makes him popular with the
fans, his tactics being that of stand
ing up and fighting in a manly way
rather than in the unpopular and un- scientlfio Jim Flynn formt
The tickets are now on sale and;
a large advance sale is expected. The
tickets may be cbtained at the local
drug stores and in other business
.
houses,
g

rivi

!

Pul Your Money in our Bank and we
Will Keep your Accounts Straight

A bank check la the war to pay your blllg, because then you have a check on each MIL
It U easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your moaoy in the back, because the bank keeps ymr account straight for you and saves you many hours of work and worry. Btart a bank account with us, and
you will e the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having bank acoonnt
'
'-tDO YOUR BANKING WITH, US
-w
1our
on
Time Deposits and
PeP eent lntere
''
P"y
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS
,
"

JkXSS1
fiS?1!!
,,JB4l-t-

SURPRISE

PEOPLES BANK

22'!

.

,,,,,..
TRUST CO.

Amateur rowing
CaplUI and Surplue $122,747, 00
club and college oarsmen are greatly
Interested in the training progress of
the Union Boat club eight of Boston
which has been entered for the grand and a quarter mile race over the Harold H. Hilton. Special efforts are
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
challenge cup at the Henley, England, Thames course fro m Putney to Mort-lak- being made to this end since it apAmerican League
The crew
regatta, to be held July
Cambridge won from Harvard pears likely that the English Vrofes-Blonal- s
At Washington
R.H.E.
and substitutes, consisting mainly of by two lengths in 1906 over the same
will pass up the United States
0 4 5
former Harvard university oarsmen, course. Harvard rowing authorities open at the Midlothian course because New York
6 10 2
are rapidly rounding Into rowing form expect however, that the Union Boat of the early date selected for the Washington
Batteries:
McIIale and Sweeney;
and experts who have been following club crew will prove a most formid tournament and the fact that what the
the dally training predict a powerful able entry for the Henley race, which, English term "very trying weather" Johnson and Alnsmlth,
fast and finished eight will carry the being buttons mile 550 yards. Is far may be expected in the middle west
At Cleveland
R, H. E.
mlleB during the latter part of August
Union Boat Club colors at the famous from the gruelling race of 4
Detroit
2 6 0
com
as
crew
The
of
over which ithe 'varsity eights
English regatta.
4 10 0
Cleveland
the
some
of
contains
at
race.
NORTHERN
present
LEAGUE
posed
STARTS
England
Batteries:
and
most
and
finished
Carlsch;
Hagerman
heaviest, strongest
Winnipeg, Man., May 6. With imoarsmen to win 'varsity letters In re
The plans of Georges Carpentier, portant changes in the circuit and Covaleskl and Stanage.
for a among the managers and players, the
cent Harvard eights. Although the the French
At St Louis
R.ILE.
combination averages well over 180 tour of the world nave been set acK Northern baseball league started on
8 13 1
pounds at the present time, it is ex as the result of the match made with Its second season today with every Chicago
1 6 4
Louis
on
St
the
is
it
boated
to
is
be
when
bout
Gunboat Smith. This
pected that
prospect of eclipsing the record of last
Batteries: Russell and Mayer; TayThames the average will be hut a held In London late in June and the year for general success. The circuit
fact that the match was made after this year is .made up of teams in lor, Mitchell, Hoch and Agnew,
pound or two below these figures.
The oarsmen substitutes and coach- Carpentier was In receipt of excel- Winona, Duluth, Superior; "" Grand
es are scheduled to sail for Liverpool lent offers for such a tour Indicates Forks, Winnipeg, Virginia,' Fargo and
' Federal
League
on June 16 and will arrive at Henley clearly the confidence of the French Fort William, the two
d
At
St.
R. H. E.
Louis
them
about June 24. This will give
pugilist and his backers. According places having been given the berths
11 1
!
seven days in which to complete their to preliminary negotiations between occupied last year by Minneapolis and St Loui8
8 12 2
Baltimore
'
'
training and become familiar with the M. Descamps, manager of Carpentier St. Paul..
Batteries: Willet and Herbert, Chapcourse, which is far different from the and "Snowey" Baker, the Australian
The managers who will pilot their
man; Wilhelm and E. Smith, Jac toto
American courses upon which they fisrKt nromrnter. CarDentier was
respective teams In the race for the ll tsch.
have been accustomed to row. During have received $50,000 and expenses for pennant are "Lefty" Davis, ' Winona;
the trio across the Atlantic the oars three bouts in Australia. It was pro- Fred
Curtis,
Darby
Winnipeg;
R,H.E.
men will continue their daily training posed to match him with Dave Smith, O'Brien, Duluth; Jack Landry, Supe- vAt Kansas City
2 4 2
as far as conditions will permit Run Eddie MoGoorty and a third opponent rior; Eddie Wheeler, Gran it Forks; Pittsburgh .
3 9 1
Kansas City
exercises will be with an Interval of several weeks bening and setting-uBob,Unglaub, Fargo; Art Lizette, Fort
Cul-lo- p
Dickson
and
Batteries:
Berry;
and
is
was
it
schedule
possible tween bouts. Carpentier
expected WUliam, and "Kid" Taylor, Virginia.
part of the
and
Easterly.
that the rowing 'machines used by col to return to France via America,
In the initial contests today Duluth
'
leges and boat clubs for indoor work meeting several boxers of prominence lined up against the champions of
'
R. H. E.
At Chicago
will be carried aboard for use during while in the United States.
last year at Winona, Superior appear Buffalo
5 7 1
.
made
will
have
be
the voyage. Every effort
This campaign, which would
ed at ivroorhead (Fargo). Virginia at
2 8 5
Chicago
thouto
close
in
boxer
crew
perfect
many
the
to land
netted the French
Grand Forks and Fort William at
Batteries:
and
Allen;
Blair,
Krapp
the
Tt is thought that
miition.
sands of dollars, was the principal
Watson and Wilson.
Lange,
suf
be
will
another
for
at
week's training
reason for his exemption
Henley
flcient to complete the conditioning year from the French army service.
WISCONSIN-ILLINOILEAGUE
Western League
without the danger of upsets due to If he should succeed in defeating
111., May G.
With games
R.-Rockford,
E.
At
St.
Joseph
the climatic changes as would be the Smith his ability as a drawing card scheduled In Racine, bshkosh, Rock-for- DeB Moines
9 14 0
arbetween
should
case in a longer interval
will be greatly incrtased, but
and Marinette-Menominethe St Joseph
5 10 1
rival and racing.
Carpentier be counted out( there will Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
baseball
league
KInsella
and
Batteries:
Haley;
In
his
the
services
past be little demand for
It has been learned from
started upon its tenth pennant race Jenkins, Ross and Shaw..
and
teams
States
atheltic
United
or
the
of
Australia
either
experiences
Madison appeared at Racine,
today.
notino In Fneland that a so far as championship bouts are
at Oshkosh, Green Bay in At Sioux City
Appleton
R.H.E.
stav of two or three weeks abroad
That Carpentier and his back- the Twin Cities and Freeport in Rock- - Sioux
.5 8 0
City
takes the edge off, the physical condl ers have every confidence In his abil- ford. For the first six
4 7 2
games the Omaha tion of American athletes. The cli ity to defeat Smith is shown by this teams are to alternate between their
and
StevBatteries:
Withers
Crisp;
matic conditions are such that it is change in the Frenchman's campaign, towns as
thus giving every enson, Larson and Shestak.
paired,
sever
arrival
of
better to fix the date
notwithstanding that Smith is general- club three games on its home
al months before the competition or ly considered the equal of Joe Jean-ettAt Lincoln
R. H. S.
grounds during the first week of the
who won a recent decision from season.
plan to arrive at the scene of contest
Lincoln
11 15 ft
-within a few days of the event Both Carpentier after 20 rounds of fast
5 13 3
Topeka
methods have been adopted by past boxing.
Batteries: Cooney, Smith and Re- IN
entrants at the Henley regatta and The rapid development of athletic
DAY
OPENING
hor; Clark, Glaze and McAllister.
hoth have been found feasible but spirit and competition in continental
Reading, Pa., May 6. The six clubs
h6i
to
be
the
of
e
stimulus
compromise
baseball league lined
there appears1
of the
Europe under the
At Denver
R.H. E.
possible If the oarsmen are to retain Olympic games enthusiasm is well il- up today for the opening contests of Wichita
0 6 S
the
to(
condition
up
their best physical
lustrated by the remarkable changes the 1914 season. This is the eleventh Denevr 8 12 1
in the Hungary sport situation during season of the league and the club
day of 'the races.
Batteries: Maddox and Graham;
This has been the experience of the past few years. Trainer Al Cope- - owners and managers predict that it WItte
and Block.
American oarsmen during the past 40 land, the former record holding Amer- will be the most successful since Its
Ameri
1878
ican athlete, who recently arrived at organization. For the opening con
years for as far back at
cans began to cast longing eyes at the Vienna to assume the position of tests Trenton appeared at Wilming
famous trophies competed for annual Olympic trainer to the Austrian team, ton, Harrisburg at York and Alien-tow- n
at Reading. The schedule calls
ly at Henley. In that year G. W. Lee stated just before his departure that
STANDING OF THE CLUBS i
entered for the Diamond Sculls and both Austria and Hungary were mak for a season of 110
gamesj fsnding on
af
narrow
a
track
of
was defeated by
margin
Labor day.
ing rapid strides in all forms
yfj jf '.
ter an exciting race over the one mile and field athletics. His assertions are
National League
550 yard courpe, which is but 110 feet borne out by recent reports on this
W. L. Pet
CONFERENCE
wide at its best reaches. The same subject.
There is no doubt that a JEWISH CHARITIES
.1&
2
.867
Pittsburgh
6.
Promin
May
Memphis,
Tenn.,
year the famous Columbia University leve of athletics Is rapidly spreading
8
4
.667
Philadelphia
Jewish
philanthropists and social
four won the vistitors' challenge cup among the working class members of ent
6
.
5
Brooklyn
counsections
the
of
wrokers
all
from
of
Ooms
for fours. In 1892 J. J. K.
the population. It Is only about five
New York
6
5
.545
try were present here today at the
Holland won the Diamond Sculls, be years ago since the Workman s
7
9
Cincinnati
.438
annual
the
of
the
meeting
wiU'&tartedf.'bbd this year opening of
ing the first foreigner to capture the
7
11
Louis
the1 Members of that organization won National Conference of Jewish Char- St
historic rowing trophy.
6
U
Chicago
In 1881 Cornell entered a four for nearly all the
competi- ities. Max Herzberg of Philadelphia
9
Boston
250.
..3
session
initial
af
at
this
the
defeated.
was
In
presided
the stewards cup and
tions, and also the championship.
The Ithaca oarsmen tried aagin in the country districts also sports clubs ternoon. Speakers to be "heard at
American League
1895. Entering an eight for the grand are being started by the unions for the subsequent sessions include RabW. L.
bi
Miss
Fox
The
Fort
of
no
result.
better
Worth,
with
George
and:
the
men
great
challenge,
athletes,
working
e ;.684
13
Detroit
D.
Low
Minnie
Boris
F.
of Chicago,
next year Yale tried for" this "trophy masses, who formerly took scarcely
7
6.,, '.638
- Bogen of Cincinnati, Dr. DeSola Pool New York
Leander
the
riowIbe.comeight
defeated
are
waB
by
and
any Interest In sport,
7
6
.63$
of New York,r Judge Julian W. Mack Philadelphia .
of that vear. Six years later the lng keen followers or amieuca.
8
.533
7
Washington
met
crew
of
A.
In
of
of
Denver,
Chicago, Gr Berllnsky
Pennsylvania
The minister of education has
University
9 , 8
SL Louis
.529
- "
a similar-fat- e
augurate! 4 board tor promoting Charles Struli of Louisville,, and Lu- Chicago .
10
,9
'chairman-ship
A
howev
Solomon
cius
of
of
Francisco.
other nations,
San
J.
( The 'crews
sport In" general ani the
. . . .
..
a .. .385..
Bo6ton .
er! 'have 'been more fortunate for the
thlB hoard has been accepted number of ..these, will take part in the
.294"
13
Cleveland)
, .
National
Conference of Charities and
Club Nautlqlie' de Grand f Belgium by the late minister of education and
scored the first foreign victory for the late speaker of parliament. A portion Correction, which is to meet here laFederal League
Grand challenge cup in 1906 and re- of
dertved by . the state ter; In the week..
L. Pet
the
Three
later
1909.
in
race
years
peated
betting
from the tax on horse
11
6
.647
St Louis
Sydney Rowing eight of New South transactions is handed over to the
..
5
.643
Baltimore.
'
scored
won.
too,
on
its
Canada,
Wales also
board to enable it to carry
6
X33
Brooklyn . .
TODAY'8 BASEBALL '
a victory in the Diamond Sculls race work; and It now has at its disposal
6
.
.538
Buffalo
F.
Toronto
L.
Scholes
of
more than $100,000, so that it will not
of 1904 when
9
.500
Chicago . ...
won. Several Canadian clubs have be hampered for lack of funds.
8
.500
suc
never
Indianapolis
sent eights to Henley but
American League ,
10
.412
Kansas City
, r
ceeded In winning the Grand chal
It Is understood that some quiet Detroit at Chicago.,
12
.20
Pittsburgh, .
St Louis at Cleveland. , ... ;
lenge. Another attempt will be made missionary wgrk Is being done in EngNew York at Washington,
this vear so that the Union Boat club land by the American golfers who are
Western League
.
Boston at Philadelphia.
.,
crew will have competitors from this gathering at Sandwich for the English
W. U PeL
abroad.
While
well
the
M
tournament
amateur championship
continent as
.733
4
.11
Denver .
National League
Union Boat club eight is a Boston The object is to secure a representa9
.643
of
is
St
it
composed
Joseph
tive English entry, in the United States
Chicago at Pittsburgh.."
rowing club entry,
9
7
.663
Des Moines
Cincinnati at St Louis.
former Harvard oarsmen which Js, amateur tournament to be held over
en.
8
.B23
.
Lincoln
the
New
York.
the Ekwanok Country club course the
Brooklyn at
however, quite different from
8
.600
Slour
Har
at
crew
Boston.
Henley.
Harvard
City
at
believed
is
in
first
of
Philadelphia
week
a
September. It
try
9
.438
Topeka .
vard has never entered a 'varsity crew that in view, of the fact that fully a
11
.313
Wichita .
Federal League
at Henley, although the Crimson oars dozen of the ieading players of the
10
.2S5
Omaha .
Buffalo at Chicago.
men have twice met the crews of the states made the Journey to England
- In 1869
universities.
at
Kansas
It is not unreasonable to expect the
Pittsburgh
City.
famous English
Baltimore Rt St Louis,
the Harvard eight was defeated by entry of at least three or four of the
Subscribe for The Optaj.
Oxford's crevqby three lengths In a 4 leading British amateurs, including
Brooklyn at Indianapolis.
New York, May 6.
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With Advancement In Medical Science
Has Come the Pawing of the

&e

OPTIC
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Job Work

Q

o
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o
o

Specialization, which la a sign of the
times, threatens some old customs.
Among the most significant changes
ot today ia the lessening field of the
family doctor. To him, as Immortalized by Balzac, were confided the secrets, hopes and woes of many a
household.
Modern medicine with Its many
blanches. Us specialties and
has perceptibly reduced the
.
scope of operation ot this old stand-byown
now
its
ailment
suggests
Each
specialist One might almost diride
life into the "seven ages of medical
treatment," from the obstetrician at
birth, the pediatrist of early infancy,
the orthopedic surgeon to correct the
natural deformities of childhood, the
oculist to prescribe the glasses of adolescence, the surgeon for the trauma-tim- a
of manhood, the metabolist for
the digestive troubles of middle life,
the aurlst for the deafness of old

o

o
o

o

To
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and

Rightly
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CHAPMAN

LIB

TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-

TISEMENTS

vited, uuy
Petten, Secretary.

F. O. E.

Ji

AiuJ though the change brings with
it a lilghv degree of efficiency, there
Is much
regret in the loss of continuity cf the friendship and counsel
of the family doctor. His interest in
the patiett was personal. He knew
the physical weaknesses, aa well as
the disposition of each member of
the family. He had followed them
from birt'4. He was more than a physician. Ha. was a guide, philosopher
and friend,

THOUGHT

vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No.
A. Brinegar, &
P.; r. O. No.
lood, Secretary.
No.

MAIN

Meets everr MnnH..

I,

brethren cordially invite
nuu. IN. U.;

?i?5

5

iniJJXERY FOR

She sailed into the telegraph ofllce
Wright
and rapped on the counter. The chirk
remembered that she had been there FOR SALE Dining table,
carpet and
about ten minutes before as he came
other household goods, at 810 Doug-- ,
forward to meet her. He wondered
las avenue. Call after 5 p. m.
what she wanted this time.
"Oh," she said, "let me have that
telegram I wrote just now; I forgot 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00.
Money must accompany order. Will
something very important I wantud
to underscore 'perfectly lovely' In
treat you ri?ht. Mrs. Maggie E.
acknowledging the receipt of ttat
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
bracelet Will it cost anything
tra?"
"No, ma'am," said the clerk as he
Rssnt
handed nor the message.
The young lady drew two heavy
lines beneath the words and Baid:
FOR RENT Five room cottage, fur"It's awfully good of you to let me
nished. Call at LeRoy Hotel, 618
do that. It will please Arthur ever
Grand.
bo much."

"Don't mention it," said the clerk
"If you would like it I will put a few FOR RENT Furnished room, good
location. Apply Optic.
drops of violet extract on the tele
gram at the same rates."
"Oh, thank you, sir! You don't FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod
know how much I would appreciate
ern home, also single room; cannot
It I'm going to send all my teleto consumptives. 1034 Eighth
rent
grams through this office. Tou are
street
Phone Main 608.
so obliging."
,
And the smite she gave him would
have done any one good with the pos
sible exception of Arthur.
While the most important use of rav
that of a curative agent for cancer and skin diseases, it is also of great value in oth
er ways. A disk, carrying a minute
quantity of radium is attached to a
special voltmeter and used for meas
uring at a distance the electric po
tential of a conductor, which it does
at a distance of 50 centimeters in
the case of a current of not more than
300 volts and at a distance of three
meters in high voltage.
Another use Is the prevention of
the electrification of machines and
fibers in the textile Industry, espe- peclally in silk mills. This is effected by dipping the textile into a
bath containing a very small quantity
of radium and by applying radio-a-c
tive matter to the cylinders.
Besides these applications, radium
is Incorporated In manures, to which
it gives a highly stimulating effect
upon vegetation.
Eat Honey.
"Feed that child honey; it Is tha
be3t thing to stop its cold," said a
matronly woman to a young woman,
whose little girl was coughing violent
ly. Honey is the extracted sweet ot
flowers obtained by bees during the
busy summer for their own subste-nancduring the winter. It is, to a
certain extent, natural food tor man
kind, since a wild honey tree is con
sldered a great find among all na
tions. If more people would eat
honey, there would be fewer colds,
There is something about it that
seems strengthening to the lungs. One
must use care in eating honey, how
ever, for sometimes bees sip from
poisonous although fragrant beautiful
flowers, and the honey has been
knewn to cause illness. Indeed, there
are some people who cannot eat honey without ill results. But for those
who can, it is a grateful appetizing
and healthy food.

"It was very romantic. We were
nnt ukaHnv
Bha wont to a nlara
where the ice was thin and broke in.
I rescued her after a terrible strug-ela-.
Pnnr sir! ahn was nearly frozen
before we got home, but I proposed
to her on the way.
"For heaven's Bake! ' o you mean
to say that you made a declaration
of love to a girl who was soaked and
Icy and uncomfortable I You had
.
.votip npnrfl"f T Trmaf Ueotr!"
"Maybe, but there's nothing like
striding wnue the iron is nou --uieve
Ian3 Plain Dealer.

West
Arrive

fourth Tuesday
evening of each
month Elks" home
and Douglas avenue.
Visiting brothers
vw.uiauy mvuea. wm. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon,
Secretary.

....

1:10
8:35
4:20
8:35

Silver Spoon
f0' -i- you use

f

EMPRESS
FLOUR
giving you
a present for doing something
you d do any
way when you
learn how Much

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard 1.
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Seoretary.

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR reellv 5s.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
first Tuea

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' Cr A A
STANDARD

1

OF AMERICA

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
A man to take charge of
our business in Las Vegas and vicin- Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
ity. Splendid proposition. Bond re
each
month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Write
Grand Union Tea
quired.
O. Laemmle, Clerk; J5. W.
Sonsul;
Colorado Springs, Colo,
Company,

WANTED

Experienced
Eighth street.

1053

cook.

Apply

WANTED
Competent cook. Apply
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., 506 Columbia

'

It

WANTED

for particulars.

Depart
1:35 9. A
6:41 a. m
. 4:30 9.
7:08 9.
-

p. m
a. m
p. m
p. m

This elegant Rogers'

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. a. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

MODERN WOODMEN

Depart
m
7:45 .
m
11:51 B. sv
m
2:30 a.
m
2:09 B.
Bound

For YOU!

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-ITCOUNCIL NO. 2390,-M- eeis
In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth
street, on the

1.

,

j

1

SILVER

Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting
members are especially weleone and
cordially Invited.

FRENCH-RE-

Y

(STERLING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meet
second and
''ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.

EMPRESS
can be

Pioneer building. Visiting members
.
are cordially invited. Richard Devine, g tamed in
WANTED
Reliable girl for general Q. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
housework. 725 Sixth street
avenue.

t
tnu cny mm
.

.1

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

Miscellaneous
SPANISH lessons by an easy and
practical method. Terms moderate.
D. Trambley, 1215 Mora avenue.

e

the

1....
8....
7....

every
day of the month in the vestry rooms
uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
9
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
WANTED
Two reliable persons to
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Chart
seU Buff Rock chicks. Commission.
Write Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens, Hum Qreenclay, Secretary.
boldt, Kan.

Wanted

dium is undoubtedly

It....

No.
No.
No.
No.

SALE-F- or
30 days Cemetery Trustee.
will sell my stock for cost to close
it down. 609 Sixth street. Mrs. L. B. P. 0. ELKS Meets
second and
P.

Radium In the Arts.

7:20 p.
4. ...11:54 p.
8.... 2:25 a.
1:35 p.

.

to attend

Bound

4....

No.

For Sale

Telegraph Clerk Amounted to Notfilng
Whan Sweet Innocence Was
Sending a Message.

ast
Arrive

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO.

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

-

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-

ONLY OF ARTHUR

Seizing Opportunity.
"How did you come to marry
lady who Is now your wife?"

Meets first and third Tiesday evenings each month at Weoa
men hall. Visiting brothers cordlav
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglat
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

LAS VEGAS

COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS
TEMPLAR Heg-- t
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
ilar conclave ."esS Ye
No ad to occupy less space than two
day In each nnU at Malines All advertisements
charged
sonic
at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
Temple
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferrea.

'

age.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD M
A. M. Regular comiuz Meets every Monday nlxal
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenaa
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are se
each month. Visiting diaMy welcome. J. c. WerU. Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; fit ft
M. Cary, w. M H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

COLUMN
RATES

CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

OTJT

For

0

RESTAURANT

HURT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND

Family Physician.

'

Q

LOBBY

2,000 lbs, or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Ibc, to 1,000 lbs. Each DeHvery
60 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs. Each Delivery

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunner. Chester A. Hankw
Attornsy-at-La-

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

CO

Years Practical Experience.
JONES
W, W. BOWERS

ANT Ads

Are Best
Market Finders
gq
Classifie adj. tearea eai ae yeeyie fe vaess-Ke- as
those who MIQH1 BYT the partiealai Uiag fa wnk MM,
eeH !s JTOlf X ESS
Ttat roirtr yea wmal
wealf
wae reads Us ads. la t&ia aewipaper-o-a:
your property ealese tl wexe efrertiaei

r.

for Tbe optic.

s
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m
C

Others, irae read and aasrer ads. U tale levrMfer wmml tsxg
aaeuaf
anzioia te pay esa tor) ooki, aateaekQea,
alaeii ef tax tert, ami atasissj
and furmltare, arttelet ei

o

Are

s

truneats.
As
Bible

ktta.
SiiDscnoe
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Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and 8calp
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 8:30 p. m.

23
E. A.

M..40e per 10 Ik
i0o Pr 1N ife

--

torers, tad Distributor ej Hatmral lee, tm FufU ESI
Harvesters,
Lasting Qualities ef Whlek Hare Hade Las Veiaa Fameaa.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. . Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
East Las Tegas, New Mexico

S

....

New Mexl

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

JONES-BOWER-

,........25o
..........

AGUA PURA COMPANY

ATTO JSNE Y8

Las Vegas,

Mi per 1H IM
par 1N Sfca.
3to per 1M lee.
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US

FAMILY IN
THF OPTIC WISHES 10 GIVE ONE OF THESE SPLENDID HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES TO EVER?

VEGAS.

& Power Co., for the purchase of
the
made
Us
with
Light
been
Vegas
have
Arrangements
these Irons and an ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE goes with every one of them.'
i

ME

femw

J

.J''l---'r

A

THINK of the hours you spent last summer, in a hot stuffy kitchen doing the family ironing.
THINK of the Cool Comfort in which you may spend like hours during the coming
of warm weather by simply taking advantage of this

WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY

No tramping back and forth, many, many miles a year carrying loads of iron
No running out to the woodshed in all sorts of weather to lug in coal and
:
v ":"
wood to keep a roaring fire in the kitchen stove.
:

:-

JUST A

WE

F

I

In

ST

rrann

And in THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use with a steady regular heat.

hi

is is

u
y
u
Hoyy

IT

l

one year at only
Pay your subscription IN ADVANCE for

8

AND THE IRON IS YOURS.
OR
MONTH,
WEEK
THE
BY
PAYING
ARE
THE .SAME PRICE YOU
all.back
,
This applies only to "Paid in Advance" subscriptions and
subscriptions must be paid up in full.
.

li

f
&WWlhluwa
U U
or mail
iron,
and
your
get
subscription
at
OFFICE
once,
your
OPTIC
pay
GALL at the
to your home.
delivered
be
will
iron
and
the
check
your
W w
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

g

Photoplay

The Vegas Theatre

Romaine Fielding's First Galves-

Plata.

ton Picture

THE RANGE WAR
In Three Parts

Farm Implements
MAY 8th., 1914

Of Horses and

FIGHTING BLOOD
In Two Rsels
SLIPPERY SLIM AND THE
STORK
Essany Comedy ,

two
Beginning at 10 o'clock a. vu at corral. 920 Twelfth street,
clocks north of A, T. Rogers' Blacksmith Shop, 1 win offer for sale
'
to the highest bidder for CASH the following: Ahout twentr , (20)
head of Horses, Mares and Colts, among which. ars tha following:.
One red roan Percheron Stallion 4 years old, one Mack Draft
horse 9 years old, about 1.4v jounas; one span hay HoraeaflO
black
years old, one span hlacfc drtrlng Mares 9 years old, one
Mare.
one
sorrel
Horse, one gray Mare,

LOCAL

story of the Plains,
featuring Josephine West and
Joe Ryan,
,

NEWS

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.
.

at

7:18

't '

:
l ,
Call at The Optic and see the
tric Irons we are giving away.

J. H. STEARNS

Laa Vegas orchestra at El
Sunday.
Special Sunday
75 cents. Adv.

jt

i
-5- Elec-

y

Harry

.
Por-ven-

g

ASK YOUR GROCER
Not "Heavier Than Air"
but lighter are the hread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
. a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a haker-wilsoar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to it Order a sack

'

75he

l

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis. Vice President
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUct Raynolds, Cashier.

i
;

v.'.

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital, $100,000Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department
fvre prepared

of

Banking we

to.' give,

the best

of

service

At Ibe Dome of

the Cest of Everything Eatable

EvaLporaLted Raspberries

Just Received

.

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD CO. STORE

xv

- We

also carry

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

ALL REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR GO.

'

MARTINEZ WILL GIVE

'.or--

jot

CUCEMENT

LAS' VEGAS FORD SALES COMPANY

TALK

hfv?:'

Cleanser

Sapolio

EL PASO MAN IS INVITED TO AD
DRESS GRADUATES OF THE
NORMAL UNIVERSITY

or any thing you wish can

Marti ex of El Wso, a former
resident of Las Vegas and at present
principal owner of the Martinez Publishing company, has accepted an in
vitation' to address the graduating
class of the New Mexico Normal University at the annual commencement
Grocery and Bakery
Mr. Martinez's telegram of acceptance
reached Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,
president of the Normal, this morn
Don't wait Subscribe now and get
ing, and , he at once conveyed the
the Williams' Electric Iron.
news to the students, who were de
lighted. Mr. Martinez is one of the
Summer wlll soon he here. Get
prominent men of EI Paso and Is a
ready for it with a Williams? Electric prominent figure in New Mexico poIron. Given free with one year's sub- litics. He is a
strong friend of the
scription to The Optic.
Normal.

Hoskins, representative

for

George U. Hunker returned this
afternoon from Raton and Cimarron,
where he has been on business for
several days.

John H.York's

The news for a whole year and a
Williams' Electric Iron that will last
Boots and shoes made to order,
a life time, for the price of a year's
fitted perfectly. Repairing.
cripples
to
The Optic.
subscription
I have
my shop at 521
Don't fail to see the great Than Sixth street and Invite all my old
houser three-ree- l
masterpiece, "The customers as well as new to call. Joe
Miser's Reversion" and our Mutual Martin. Adv.
Girl series No. 10. Wednesday night
The ladles of the West side Catholic
only. Prices 10 and 5 cents. Mutual
church will give a Mexican dinner at
theater. Adv.
the Hotel Romaine on the evening of
Joseph Taichert, the clothier, has May 18. The proceeds will go for the
arranged an attractive window display benefit of the Brothers' school. The
at his place of business in which he West sije Catholic ladies are famous
has jplaoeJ a life sdzed wild catmount- - cooks, and doubtless everybody who
ed. A pretty rug also helps to fea- has a fondness for Spanish cooking
will attend their dinner.
ture the window.

TIRES AND TUBES

Senator T. B. Catron
passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon on
his way from Washington to Santa
Te, .where he will bq on legal business
for some time. Later he will return
to the national capital.
.

n

Non-Ski-

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

5

.

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

BAIN

Word has been received by friends
of Romaine Fielding that his company
has left Galveston
for Colorado

Springs, where it will be located for
the summer, Mr. Fielding and his
company have been making pictures
for Lubin in. Galveston since last DeThe maximum temperature yester- cember. It is understood the spring
day, according to Volunteer Observer rains and fogs in Galveston hampered
O. L Hargrove, was 70 degrees. The Mr. Fielding's work considerably.
minimum last night was 38 degrees.
It will be noticed that the temperaJose Albino Archuleta, one of the
ture rapidly Is growing warmer.
oldest residents of Las Vegas, died
Waite Davis, druggist at the E. G. yesterday afternoon at JUs home opan
Murphey store, holds the record for posite the Santa Fe tracks after
today for killing of files. Mr. Davis' illness of several-- ; weeks. Archuleta
record up to this evening numbered was 60 years of jige and spent his
That is, Mr. entire life In this state. He worked for
111,973,400,000,000,000.,
Davis' killed 30 fliea, which by the Charles Rosenthal for a number of
end of next July would have been the years and was a familiar character on
ancestors of the number quoted above. the streets. The funeral was held
this morning at 10 o'clock.
The Woman's Home Missionary society of the First Methodist church
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
will hold Its regular monthly meeting
4th season of this famous moun
tomorrow afternoon at 2 : 30 o'clock
tain resort Carriage out every Sat
at the home of Mrs. Byron J. Read,
urday
jnaornlng,' returning following
718 Columbia aevnue "The Bohemian
including passaged
Fttdyjpbarge,
In America" will be the general topic
thjways 10. Special rate tor long-tfm- e.
for discussion. All members are inAddress East Las Vegas,
vited to be present
Box B. Leave orders, at Murphey's
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
Three Cadillac automobiles arrived
in Las Vegas, today for. distribution
to purchasers. Those who, received
TAX NOTICE
On the first day of May, the second
these cars are Sig Nahm. Jake Stern,
and Dr. R. K. McClanahan. One was half of the 1913 taxes will become
due. All taxes not paid .before June
a
car,, pne,; 4
and the,cariiurchased by Dr. 1 will be subject to a penalty.
McClanahan a roadster. The roadser
EUGENIO ROMERO,
is undoubtedly the prettiest car of Its
County Treaenrer.
kind ever brought to this city.
Those who saw "The Mutual Girl"
dance the maxixe at the Mutual theater last night are wondering why the
dance has been
condemned,
yfhile somewhat pretty, the dance did
not appear to be even mildly exciting,
not to mention, suggestive. And there
is no doubt but that the "Mutual
Girl" danced it correctly. There Is
some discussion in the city aa to how
maxlxie should be pronounced. Some
say It is pronounced "max-eese,- "
while
others say they have authority for
A Freeh-macalling it
has been heard to pronounce it
sie."
just as it Is spelled, "macks-ick- s
But then It may not be a French word.

For the best on the market today see us.
n
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything: needed for the auto?f

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

f mum mu hiiih mi

Armstrong's
Linoleum
i. For the

f

VI

SUCCEED

BAKER

T. G. Rogers, ot tne faculty of the
New Mexico Normal school at Silver
City, has been elected to succeed Pro

fessor John C. Baker as head of the
department of science of the New
Mexico Normal University.
He has
accepted, in a letter which reached

niiilli.iai

m

5

Sensible, Sanitary,
Serviceable
Never needs scrubbing. A min-ut- e
with a mop and it is fresh
and bright. as ever. '
Clear, clean-cu- t
patterns
colors characterize

COAL AH D WOOD
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

and

Armstrong's

Wholesale and retail
D.

W9

G

OfJD ON

Linoleum

Cool, inviting

splendidly suited

to oath room use.

MOST ABLE MEMBER OF SILVER
CITY FACULTY' WILL COME
TO THE NORMAL HERE

n

Sole Agents

Bathroom

These designs are distinctly
"different" the shading scientifically selected.

T. G. ROGERS TO

prtHLjiiin

Gross, Kelly & Go.

'

seven-passeng-

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

1'

j

Ami

:

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

LIVERY amd REPAIRING

be found any time at

today.

short-emn-

Bon

Dutch
!

C. S. Morey Mercantile company
ot Denver, was a business visitor here

It is the highest grade of
that can be produced

op

ir

the

WHAT IS IT?

AUTOMOBILE

FORMERLY

Gold Dust

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

...ju

the faculty of Columbia University,
ew York.
Mr. Rogers Is splendidly equipped
for the profession of teaching. For
four years he has been professor of
mathematics at Silver City and has
been recognized as the best liked and
most efficient member of the faculty.
Mr. Rogers received his A. B. degree
from the University of Tennessee, his
A. M. ftorJ the University of Wisconsin and he took graduate work ' at
Johns Hopkins. His teachings expedience has been large. Mr. Rogers waj
assistant in the departments of Latin
and mathematics in the University of
Tennessee. He was principal of York
academy, York, Ala., wheer he taught
science. For six years he was principal of the Roswell high school, where
he did splendid work. For four years
Mr. Rogers has been connected with
the faculty of the Silver City Normal,
Mr. Rogers will come to Las Vegas
September 1, and will "begin, hls work
here with the opening of the fall term.

..

Must close my millinery down by
get a bargain.

i

Spring housecleaninjj.

labor.

Jiune 1st. ' Come .and
Mrs. Ly Pf Wright-Ad- v.

1

Maine
Let as furnish the mate
rials that will lighten your

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Rye

P. N. Graves of Boston was a
visitor In Las Vegas today.

v

I

It's almost time for that

FARM IMPLEMENTS

Auctioneer

Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the school, yesterday.
Professor
Baker, who has been on a leave of
absence, has secured a position on

A Gripping

Regular dance Wednesday night at
P. B. hall. Adv.

cTwo Janesville Riding Cultivator with extra beams, shovels and
one Black Hawk Corn and Bean Planter, one Emerson!
HarMower, one Hay Rake, one Spring Tooth Harrow, two Disc
one
Iron
one
Harrow,
rows, two W seders, 32 knives each;
other
and
implements.
one
Plow,
Gang
Riding Plow,

A. U. GERARD,

MAY 6, 1914.

TONIGHT

Public Sale
FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY,

Less expensive because It lasta
longer.

J. C. Johnsen
on
"Complete Home Furnishers"

Suggestions for

Graduation Gifts
L.

j

.;'v;t

discount on Tenneriff
and Mexican Drawn Work
LOOK OUR. STOCK OVER.

Special

lO

62H sixth

pef-cen- t

st

fi ot.'c

r.ifx

